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In the vast and ever-evolving world of Destiny 2, exotic weapons hold a
special allure for players seeking unparalleled power and unique gameplay
experiences. Among these exceptional armaments, Unbonded First of the
Blade stands as a testament to the ingenuity and creativity of the game's
developers. This coveted sidearm boasts a rare combination of perks,
handling characteristics, and effectiveness that sets it apart from the
ordinary. In this comprehensive analysis, we will delve into every aspect of
Unbonded First of the Blade, examining its strengths, weaknesses, and
potential in both PvE (Player versus Environment) and PvP (Player versus
Player) content.

Perks and Abilities

Unbonded First of the Blade possesses two distinct and powerful perks that
contribute to its overall effectiveness in combat:

1. Vorpal Weapon

This perk grants Unbonded First of the Blade increased damage against
bosses and other powerful enemies with high health pools. This makes it a
particularly valuable asset in raids, Nightfalls, and other endgame activities
where encounters with formidable foes are commonplace. The damage
boost provided by Vorpal Weapon allows players to take down even the
most resilient adversaries with greater efficiency.

2. Unrelenting

Unrelenting is a perk that rewards players for scoring precision kills. Upon
landing a headshot, Unbonded First of the Blade will instantly reload a
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portion of its magazine, providing a significant advantage in close-quarters
combat. This perk synergizes well with the sidearm's high precision
damage, making it possible to maintain a constant barrage of fire without
the need for reloading.

Handling and Performance

Unbonded First of the Blade is renowned for its exceptional handling
characteristics, which contribute to its lightning-fast handling and stability.

1. Handling

The sidearm boasts a snappy handling speed, allowing players to quickly
draw, aim, and fire with precision. This responsiveness is crucial in PvP
encounters, where every millisecond counts. Players can effortlessly switch
between targets and land consecutive headshots, giving them an edge
over opponents using slower weapons.

2. Stability

Unbonded First of the Blade also exhibits remarkable stability, mitigating
recoil and keeping shots on target. This allows players to maintain
sustained fire without sacrificing accuracy, even while aiming down sights.
The sidearm's stability is particularly beneficial in PvE content, where
prolonged engagements against hordes of enemies require steady aim.

3. Damage Output

While Unbonded First of the Blade falls short of the raw damage output of
some other exotic weapons, it compensates with its rapid fire rate and
precision damage. The sidearm can quickly melt through enemies' health



bars, especially when paired with Vorpal Weapon against bosses. Its high
projectile velocity also makes it easier to land shots from a distance.

4. Magazine Size

Unbonded First of the Blade has a relatively small magazine size, which
can be a limiting factor in extended engagements. However, the
Unrelenting perk helps to mitigate this issue by partially refilling the
magazine after precision kills. Players can also utilize weapon mods or
other perks to increase magazine capacity if desired.

5. Range

Unbonded First of the Blade has a moderate effective range, making it
suitable for close to medium-range combat. While it may not be the best
choice for long-distance encounters, it excels in tight spaces and chaotic
firefights where its handling and stability shine.

6. Reload Speed

Unbonded First of the Blade has an average reload speed, which can be
improved through the use of reload-boosting perks or weapon mods. While
not as fast as some other sidearms, its reload speed is sufficient for most
combat situations.

7. Acquisition Aim Assist

Unbonded First of the Blade boasts high acquisition aim assist, which
makes it easier for players to lock onto targets and land precise shots, even
while moving. This attribute is particularly advantageous in PvP scenarios
where quick target acquisition can mean the difference between victory and
defeat.



Usage and Effectiveness

Unbonded First of the Blade excels in a variety of PvE and PvP content,
but it truly shines in close-quarters combat.

1. PvE (Player versus Environment)

In PvE content, Unbonded First of the Blade is a reliable weapon for
clearing out mobs of enemies and dealing with mid-tier bosses. Its high
precision damage and Unrelenting perk allow players to efficiently take
down multiple targets in quick succession. The sidearm is particularly
effective in activities like strikes, Lost Sectors, and public events where
enemies are often encountered in close proximity.

2. PvP (Player versus Player)

In PvP content, Unbonded First of the Blade is a formidable choice for
players who prefer a fast-paced and aggressive playstyle. Its lightning-fast
handling and high precision damage make it lethal in close to medium-
range engagements. The Vorpal Weapon perk also grants an advantage
against Guardians using supers or other abilities with increased health.
However, it's important to be aware of the sidearm's limited range and
magazine size when engaging in long-range battles or against multiple
opponents.

Customization and Mods

Like all exotic weapons in Destiny 2, Unbonded First of the Blade cannot
roll with random perks or accept weapon attachments. However, players
can still customize the sidearm through the use of weapon mods to
enhance its performance and suit their playstyles.



Some recommended weapon mods for Unbonded First of the Blade
include:

- Counterbalance Stock to further improve stability - Extended Mag to
increase magazine size - Freehand Grip to enhance weapon handling -
Reload Speed mods to reduce reload time - Targeting Adjuster to boost aim
assist

Unbonded First of the Blade is an exceptional exotic sidearm in Destiny 2
that stands out for its unique perks, handling characteristics, and
effectiveness in both PvE and PvP content. Its Vorpal Weapon perk grants
increased damage against powerful enemies, while Unrelenting rewards
precision kills with partial magazine refills. The sidearm boasts exceptional
handling, allowing for quick aiming and precise shooting. Its stability,
damage output, and range are well-balanced, making it suitable for a
variety of combat situations. While its magazine size and reload speed
could be improved, these limitations can be mitigated through the use of
weapon mods and perks. Overall, Unbonded First of the Blade is a must-
have sidearm for players seeking an exotic weapon that combines potency
with unparalleled handling.
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